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From the author of Living on the Edge and Barbed Wire, Barricades, and Bunkers comes
another information-packed guidebook for today's survivalists, Emergency Air: For Shelter-in-
Place Preppers and Home-Built Bunkers. This new book offers a breath of fresh air on a subject
about which very little information is available.It won't matter how well you plan or how much
food, water, and other supplies you have stored and waiting for your neighborhood to become a
nuclear fallout zone. Without breathable air, you will die! Leaving it for others to compile the lists
of bullets, beans, and Band-Aids in their disaster-relief books,F.J. Bohan details how to safely
ventilate an underground bunker or shelter-in-place room, sealed with duct tape and plastic
sheeting, so you can escape the airborne particulate threats of anthrax, nuclear fallout, dirty
bombs, biological and pandemic agents, or other airborne threats. This book educates you
about all the variables involved in providing fresh air to your shelter before the need arises,
including passive and active ventilation, air pumps, plumbing the bunker, air filters, and gas
masks.After studying Emergency Air, you can breathe easier knowing you have done all you can
to ensure your family's emergency air supply during a chemical, biological, ¬radiological, or
nuclear emergency.

From the AuthorIt is of special note that the information contained in this book can be used to
establish an at-home flow-room, of sorts, that can protect you from airborne viruses. With the
coming health disaster we will all experience due to the uncontrolled influx of sick illegal
immigrants as well as other pandemics, this information is even more vital than before. For
Shelter-In-Place specific information as FEMA and CDC suggest, please refer to the eBook:
Emergency Air: Preparing for Nuclear War and Other Shelter-In-Place Scenarios.About the
AuthorEmpty
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Leon P. Scamahorn, “I build life support systems. This book provides for some interesting food
for thought and field expedient air cleaning systems for inclosed residential spaces during a
possible pandemic or any CBRN event. If they work I do not know but I would be interested in
testing them and measuring their feasibility. Personally I would rather head for the hills and away
from people but that may not be an option. Having clean and sufficient levels of oxygen to
breath is one big part, the other is to keeping clean the air inside the enclosed space from what
the human body naturally expunges as toxins that build up rapidly, and not to mention someone
having a cold or the flu and is sharing your air, or the smells of food and artificial toxins that you
are enclosed by such as plastic, paint and other VOC toxins.Building Closed Circuit life support
systems in Centralia WA for the US Navy and commercial customers I can say that CO2 is an
issue and when all else fails you must be able to safely manipulate and circulate the breathing
media in your artificial environment without electricity long enough to out last the possible CBRN
environment outside and survive the enclosed habitat itself. Remember you must be able to
survive with the other people with you. Its a fun book and I enjoyed reading it while flying across
the ocean at 34,000 feet sharing air with over 100 plus others.”

Knighthawk, “Air - Don't go below without it. . .. "Emergency Air" is a great, short read. It's one of
those books that tells you what you need to know without belaboring the points. If you have any
thoughts of preparing an underground "area" for "storage" then this book is a must read. One
thing though - be ready to say to yourself "I should have thought of that". The entire book is
common sense (which is in limited supply nowadays). Good luck and keep breathing. . .
wherever you find yourself!”

Thomas, “more than expected.. Very little to no B.S.! Informative, fact filled, easy to follow. How
systems work, why they work, guidelines to make from scratch with list of supplies needed,
where to buy and expected costs on a minimal budget. Where to buy commercial models,
contacts, expected costs. Highly recommended. Best compilation of info so far. Must read for
this must have life sustaining piece of equipment who consider utilizing a "sealed air"
environment.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. really good info, I am happy with this purchase”

rooster, “Probably will not have to use but some interesting info. Interesting information and
could be valuable if the situation arises but really narrow use. Worth the read as it is short and
interesting”

The book by Dorcas Adkins has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 57 people have provided feedback.
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